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Abstract 
Let w~,w~, .._ be a sequence of i.i.d. r.v. with Ew, # 0 and Varoi -C cc, with common 
distribution function F. Let Si = wr + ... + wi for i 2 1. Under some weak conditions on the 
distribution of the wi’s, we give a joint approximation of the empirical process corresponding to 
n- l I;= 1 II {SJS n + 1 I x) and the empirical process corresponding to the spacings empirical 
distribution function n- 1 Cl= 1 0 {F(nq/S,+ 1) < x}. We apply this result to show that a large 
class of statistics based on spacings and order statistics of a uniform sample are asymptotically 
independent, leading to some improved goodness of fit tests. 
Keywords: Renewal spacing process; Renewal empirical distribution function 
1. Introduction 
The motivation of this paper comes from two well known results. Consider 
n independent random variables (T.v.) uniformly distributed over (0, l), Vi, VI, . , V,,. 
It is well known that the empirical process based on the I/i’s converges weakly 
to a Bronian bridge (Donsker, 1952). If we consider the empirical process based 
on the spacings of the sample (see definition below), it converges weakly to 
a Gaussian process (Pyke, 1965). Since these two processes are based on the 
same sample, a natural question arises: what can we say about their joint be- 
haviour? 
2. A joint approximation 
In fact, we can obtain a more general result in terms of renewal processes. Consider 
a sequence of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) T.v., (Oi)i z r, with common 
distribution function F. We shall assume that the oi)s have finite second moment, so 
that without any loss of generality, 
Eoi=1 and O<Varoi< a (2.1) 
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We also assume that 
F is twice differentiable on the support of the distribution, with first and second 
derivatives f and f’, respectively, and (2.2) 
lIxf(x)II < cc and ~Ix’f’(x)I~ < cc (2.3) 
where jl . 11 denotes the sup-norm. Furthermore, we require that 
F-(u): = inf{x: F(x) 2 u> is regularly varying at 0+ and 1 - (2.4) 
Recall that a function g is regularly varying (with index p E 1w) at a f if for 
any i > 0, 
iii? g(a f As)/g(a f s) = AP 
(see e.g. Bingham et al., 1988). 
Since we assume Ewi > 0, the partial sum 
Sk:= co1 + ... + cof( (2.5) 
is a.s. positive for k large enough. Define So : = 0, w0 := 0, and 
Ui,n:= Si/Sn+l and Di,n:= oJS,,+~ (0 5 i I n + 1). (2.6) 
Note that if the Oi’s are exponentially distributed, { Ui,n: 1 I i I II) has the same 
distribution as a vector of order statistics of a uniform sample { Vi: 1 I i I n} over 
(0,l) and therefore {Di,n: 1 I i 5 n + 1) has the same distribution as a vector of 
uniform spacings based on the same sample. 
Define the renewal empirical distribution functions 
U,(s):= n-l jl n{Ui,n 5 sl 
n+l 
D,(s):= n-l izl 0 {nDi,n 5 F-(S)) (2.8) 
and the corresponding empirical processes 
a,“(s):= nl’* (U.(s) - s) and E,“(S):= n”*(ED,(s) - s). 
We also introduce the inverse or quantile function of U,, and m,,, 
U:(r):= inf{s: U,,(s) 2 t} and D,(t):= inf{s: D,(s) 2 t} , 
(2.7) 
and their associated processes 
/I:(s) := nl’* (U,(s) - s) and /If(s) := II”‘( - s) . 
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For weak convergence or approximation results on cz,” and fin”, one may refer to 
Donsker (1952) Komlos et al. (1975) Csorgo et al. For results on LX,” and fin”, see Pyke 
(1965), Shorack (1972) and Beirlant (1984, 1986). 
Given a Kiefer process K(.,.) (see e.g. Csiirgii and Rev&z, 1981), we define the 
processes 
s 
’ G&(s) := (s K(t, 1) - K(t, s)) dF-(t), 
0 
s 
1 
G;,&):= K(s, 1) + F-(s)fi F-(s) K(t, 1) dF-(t) 
0 
A straightforward calculation shows that GF,.(.) has the same distribution as 
(Var(oi))“2B(.) where B(.) is a Brownian bridge. It is also clear that the bivariate 
process (GF,K(.), CF.,(.)) is G aussian. Since for any choice of 0 I s, t I 1, 
Cov(G&&), G&Jr)) = 0 > (2.9) 
we see that the two processes CF..(.) and G$,.(.) are independent. 
Define 
&:= lF-(l/n)I v IF-(1 - (l/n))1 
The following theorem provides a joint approximation of c$ and fl:. 
Theorem 2.1. Under Assumptions (2.1)-(2.4) one can construct the sequences (a,“) 
and (fit) and a sequence of Kiefer processes (K,(. ,.)) on the same probability space, such 
that 
IUP!! - G&C, (I = O,(n- iI2 & log2n) (2.10) 
IIN,” - GF,.” II = O,(n- 1’4 log% + n- ‘I2 & log2n). (2.11) 
In light of (2.9), Theorem 2.1 shows that the processes fin” and U: are independent up 
to a O,(n- 1/4 log2n + n- l/2& log2n) term. 
Kiefer (1970), Shorack (1982) and Deheuvels and Mason (1990) proved 
a BahadurKiefer representation, which in turn also holds in probability for the 
processes defined in Theorem 2.1, and implies 
n’14(log n)- 112 (log log n) 3/4 II@,” + Pn” I/ = O,(l) > 
while Corollary 1 in Beirlant et al. (1991) implies that 
n1/4 (log n)- lP II af: + Bn” II = O,(l) . 
Therefore, we deduce that for the process approximated in Theorem 2.1, we have 
(a,“> By> a,D> Bn”) A (G:,K,, - G;,K,, G;,.n, - G;,.,) + R, > 
where the random vector R, is such that each of its components is 
W- ‘I4 log2n + n- ‘I2 & log2n). 
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An application of Theorem 2.1 is to prove the asymptotic independence of some 
statistics based on D, and UJ,. Consider two statistics, T1 based on UJ,,, and T2 based 
on D,. Let Gi,, be the sequence of Brownian bridges occurring in the weighted 
approximation of a,” (M. Csiirgo et al., 1986) and Gz,n the sequence of Gaussian 
processes in the weighted approximation of D, (Barbe, 1993). Very often (see e.g. the 
volume edited by Hahn et al., 1991), we have for some functions $i and tj2, 
s lel/n n’/2 T. t,n - tidX)dGi,n(x) = Op(0i.n) i = 1,2 > l,n 
where 
(S 
1 -l/n 
(Ti,n := Var l,n 
Theorem 2.1 shows that provided $i is bounded on each compact subset of (0,l) and 
lim,, a) pi, n < cc (i = 1,2), the two statistics T1, n and T2,n are asymptotically indepen- 
dent. Indeed, in this case we have, in probability, 
lim lim n “’ Ti, n - 
e-0 n+O s 
: $i(X)dGi,n(x) = 0. 
Therefore, if Gi A Gi,., the limiting distribution of Iz II2 Ti n (as n + cc ) is obtained with , 
the limiting distribution of 1,’ -’ tii(x) dG,(x) as .z + 0, and Theorem 2.1 implies that G1 
is independent of Gz. 
One interesting consequence of this asymptotic independence property is that it 
allows one to easily improve some standard goodness of fit tests. 
Consider for instance the following goodness of fit test: assume that we observe 
a sample Xl, . . , X, i.i.d. with common unknown d.f. L(x) := P(Xi I x}, and suppose 
that we want to test H,: L = L, against H,: L E Q, where Sz is a set of d.f. which does 
not contain L,. Assume further that Lo is continuous and increasing, so that 
Ui = L,(Xi) defines a uniform sample over (0,l) under the null hypothesis. With the 
same notations as above, consider for example the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistics 
Then, consider the following decision rule: accept Ho if T1,, I cl and T,,, < ~2. The 
constant cl and c2 are defined (not uniquely) by 
P~o(T1.n > ci or T,,, > c2} = M 
for a test at the level CI. By Theorem 2.1, we have 
= = P{IIG:,.nll > cl> + P{ llG~,~~lI/ > cl> + o(l) as n+ ~0 (2.12) 
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where F is here the exponential d.f. with mean 1 (hence GF,K, is a Brownian bridge and 
GR K, is a centred Gaussian process with covariance x A y - xy - (1 - x) (1 - y) 
x log(1 - x)log(l - y)). We can compute cr and c2 in using (2.12). 
The risk of the second kind for this test is 
j?(c1,c2) = sup PL{Tl,n I cl and T2,n 5 ~2) 
LEQ 
< min sup PL{Tl,,, I cl}, sup PL(Tz,, I czj 
LER LGR 
Therefore, we see that the test based on the pair (T1,,, T2,n) is always better than the 
test based only on one of these two statistics, while it is computationally of about the 
same cost. Finally we mention that if Q is specified, then c1 and c2 in (2.12) are 
generally uniquely defined if one minimizes /?(cr , c2), 
on this question which is out of the scope of this 
elsewhere. 
3. Proof of Theorem 2.1 
However, we do not emphasize 
paper and will be investigated 
The proof is based on the approximation of the uniform empirical process by 
a Kiefer process, as stated by Komlos et al. (1976). We can assume that Wi = F-( Yi) 
where the Yi’s are i.i.d. uniform (0,l) random variables, defined on the probability 
space of Komlos et al. (1975). On this probability space we have 
max sup 
lskcn O<y<l 
Ik([F,(y) - y) - K(y, k)l = 0(log2n) as. (3.1) 
where 
Ek(y)=k-’ C O{YiSyJ 
i=l 
is the empirical distribution function of Y,, . . . , Y,. 
Our first step is to obtain an approximation for pf, and our second step is to derive 
one for c$. 
Step 1 (Approximation of/l:) 
Observe that 
and 
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The law of the iterated logarithm ensures that 
max 
lsisn 
Ii - Sil (ilog log(iv3)) ‘j2 = O,(l). 
Therefore, we have the bound 
l:Tzn uLn - 
St Snfl-n-l i 
p+ 
n+l n+l 
n+l (n + l)i-“2 = 0,(n-“210glogn). 
(3.2) 
Writing 
Si = i 
s 
’ F-(s)dFi(s) and 
0 
1 
Eoi = 
s 
F-(s) ds = 1, 
0 
we see that we can reformulate (3.2) to be 
rma~~ i(n + l)i-1’2(Ui,” - A) - 1: Fc(s)d[i1’2(lFi(s) - s) 
- i”2(F,+ 1(s) - s)] 
= O,(n- 1’2 log log ?I). 
Consequently, this readily yields after an integration by parts 
s 1 - i1j2 (IF,, 1(s) - s)dF-(s) 0 
= O&l - 1’2 log log n). (3.3) 
Next, we approximate the empirical distribution functions Fi and lF,+1 with (3.1). 
Since j: dF-(s) is generally infinite, to control the error term in the approximation of 
the integral in (3.3) we must first study the integrals between 0 and F(w~,,+~) and 
between 1 - F(u,,+~,,+~) and 1, where 
Wl,n+l I W2,n+1 2 .‘. 5 ~n+l,n+l 
denote the order statistics of ml, . . , co,,+ 1. An integration by parts leads to 
I 
1 
(O,F(wl,,.,)) (Fits) - S)dF-(s) 
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s F(oJl.,< 1) =- s dF-(s) 0 
F(w1.,+1) 
= - Cs F (s)];‘“‘.“*” + 
s 
F-(s) ds . (3.4) 
0 
Since F-(s) is regularly varying at 0 by (2.4) and F(ol,,) converges as. to 0, we have 
I 
F(ol .,+I) 
F-(s)ds = O(F(~,,,+,)~,,,+,) 
0 
Hence, (3.4) gives 
Is 
1 
max (Ei(s) - s)dF-(s) = O(F(~r,,+r)~r,,+r) * 
1 <i<n+l (O.F(wl*n+l)) 
= O,(F-(l/+4 (3.5) 
where the last equality comes from the fact that w~,~ = O,(F-(l/n)) due to (2.4). 
Similarly, we have 
max (3.6) 
1 sisn+l IJ 
([Fi(S) - s)dF-(s) = Op(F*(l - l/n)/n). 
(1 -F(w,+I.,+I). 1) 
Now, (3.3) and (3.4) and (3.6) imply that 
lma:n ( (nF)l” /‘Y(A) + 1.. i”‘(Ei(S) - s)dF-(s) 
- s i1’2(lF,+l(s) - s)dF-(s) = 0,(n-“2&loglogn), 1, 
with I,,:= CF(~l,.+,),F(~~,+l,.+l)l 
Using (3.1) and (3.7) we obtain 
EE$+Gi) + jIn 
K(s, i) - (i/(n + 1)) K(s, II + 1) 
(n + 1)W @(s)l 
= O&l li2 4” log%). 
Step 2. (Approximation of c$‘). From (2.6) and (2.8) we have 
k(s) = ~,+,(FC(&+,/(n + l))F-(s)l). 
Therefore, (3.1) gives uniformly in 0 < s I 1, 
(n + 1)“2(D,(s) - s) = 
K(F(s F.o).n + 1) 
(n + 1)1’2 
+(n+ 1) llz(F(s F-(s,> - s) + 0,(nm”210g2n). 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
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It is easy to check that under (2.1)-(2.3) 
Also, after integration by parts we get 
s 1 n+l - Iz - ’ = (n + 1)‘j2 
(n + 1)“’ J 
F-(t) d(‘Jn+ I (t) - t) 
0 
s K(t, n + 1) =- dF-(t) + O,(n - ‘jz cjn log%). ,, (n + 1)1/2 (3.11) 
We may assume that K(s, t) = W(s,y) - sW(1, t) where W(.,.) is a two dimensional 
Wiener process. This gives 
~~K(~(~.-(4);. + 1) - K(s,n + l)l) 
~ll~(~+[r(~F-(s))-s],n+ 1)- W(s,n+ l)ll 
+ ll[t.($F+(s))-- .s] W(l,n + 1)/. 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
From Chan’s (1977) theorem (see also Csiirgo and Rev&z, 1981, p. 78) we get that 
(3.12) is 
0,(nh,log(l/h,))“2 + Op(npli2) W(l,n + l), (3.14) 
with 
(recall that (3.10) and (2.1) imply h, = 0,(np’i2)). Since W(1, n + 1) is N(O,n + 1) 
distributed, we see that (2.1) implies that 
the term (3.13) is O,(log n)“‘. (3.15) 
By (3.14), (3.15), (3.9)-(3.1 l), we now conclude that 
II (n + 1)‘12 (D,(s) - s) - ~~~nl~,~) + F-(s)f 0 F+(s) K(t,n + 1) (n + 1)1’2 dF-(t) II 
= 0,(n-“2 &log2n + n-1’410g1/2n) , 
which is the approximation for E,“. 
(3.16) 
To finish the proof of Theorem 2.1, it remains to show that in (3.8) and (3.16) the 
integrals over I, may be extended over (0,l). For this, using the fact that 
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F(to,,.+ r) = 0,(1/n), for any E > 0, there exist 1, such that with probability more than 
1 -E, 
Ii 
‘Yo1 nil) 
max 
Isign O 
K(.s, i)dF-(T)i I rn$$ / 6:;” K(s, iwjs)i. (3.17) 
Then, recall that a Kiefer process may be represented as a sum of independent 
Brownian bridges (B,), 2 r (see e.g. C&go and Revesz, 1981, p. 80): 
K(x,n) 2 B,(x) + ... + B,(x). 
Therefore, with probability more than 1 - c, (3.17) is bounded by 
I s a/n max i: lsisn j=l Bj(s)dF-(s) I= A, . 0 
Then, apply Kolmogorov’s inequality (see e.g. Chow and Teicher, 1988, Theorem 
5.2.5) to get 
( s 
l/n 
A, = n”’ 0, Var 
0 
A routine calculation shows that 
a/n 
Var 
i 
a/n a/n 
Bj(s) dF-(s) = 
0 s s (s A t - st) dF-(s) dF-(t) (3.18) 0 0 
Apply assumption (2.4) and the Stieljes-integral form of Karamata’s theorem 
(Bingham et al., 1988, Theorem 1.64) in the two-dimensional integral in (3.18) to 
obtain that 
A, = n”‘O,(F-(l/n)2/n). 
Since F-(l/n)/n = O(n- ‘12) under (2.1), A,, and so (3.17) are O,(d,). 
Consequently, (3.8), (3.16) and (3.17) give 
= O,(n ‘i2 fjn log%) (3.19) 
and 
o S_;p, 1 (n + 1)1’2 (D,(s) - s) - T$$’ + F-(s) f 0 F-(s) j; Tl”;“lfi-i’ dF (t) 
= O,(n 1’2 & log2n + y1- l/4 log”%). 
To replace i/(n + 1) by s in (3.18), note the following fact 
(3.20) 
sup Is K (s, [nt]) - K (s, nt) ass<1 ,, (?I + 1)1’2 dF-(s) 
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5 s sup sup sup I,O<Y<n o~u~lo~s<l IK(s,y + u) - K(s,y)ldF-(s) 
I II- l’2O,(log ?z)l’Z 
s 
dF-(s) , (3.21) 
‘, 
where the last inequality comes from Corollary 1.12.4 of Csbrgii and Rivesz (1981). 
Then, use the definition of fli and the fact that 
to obtain 
I n”2(2n~’ + 2o,+r,.+r/S,+J = O,(n-l’2~,). (3.22) 
Now, define K,(s, t):= (n + 1) 1’2 K(s,(n + 1)t). With (3.21) (3.22) and (3.19) we 
obtain (2.10) while (2.11) is (3.20). 0 
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